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Report:
Description of purpose: Treatment of osteoarthritis in stages of reversible disease requires high resolution
visualization of early cartilage damage and of subchondral bone. Here, DEI (Diffraction Enhanced Imaging)
is compared to MRI, computed X-ray tomography (CT) and ultrasound (UI) in its ability to detect early
degeneration of articular cartilage. In contrast to conventional absorptive X-ray examination where cartilage
is poorly visible DEI captures cartilage by detection of selected refraction.
Methods: Human femoral heads were investigated by macroscopic inspection, conventional X-ray
examination, DEI, MRI, CT, UI and histology. DEI is an imaging technique applying a monochromatic
parallel synchrotron X-ray beam. Image features were verified by histology.
Results: DEI, MRI and ultrasound lead to interpretable images of cartilage. Of all techniques, DEI provided
highest image resolution revealing the structural tissue architecture. MRI needs a very long exposure time
(more than 5 hours) to achieve comparable quality. Application of ultrasound is limited because of joint
geometry and, at high sound frequency, the necessity of close contact between cartilage and transducer. DEI
is an experimental technique which needs synchrotron radiation.
Conclusion: DEI is a very promising imaging technique for visualization of cartilage and bone. It may serve
as an excellent analytical tool for experimental studies. Our pictures show a part of future of optimised
techniques for imaging. Synchrotron based DEI may lead the way towards optimisation of improved
techniques for imaging. Upon development of adequate small-scale X-ray sources, DEI will also be an
important supplementation for medical imaging.
(Abstract from reference 1)

Figure 1. (a-c) Experimental conventional absorptive X-ray examination of a femoral head. (a) 38kV, 12.5mAs, (b) 24kV, 31mAs,
(c) 24kV, 18mAs. (a) Conventional absorptive X-ray examination, cartilage is invisible. Only conditions with experimental kV and
mAs selected allow to visualize cartilage but the surface and the cartilage height are still not clearly defined (see red arrows). (d-l)
DEI projection images from the same femoral head: (d) + 50%, (e) –50%, (f) Refraction-Image at 50%, (g) Top-Image, (h) + 15%,
(i) –15%, (l) Refraction-Image at 15%. Cartilage height is clearly defined in all images (red arrow).

Figure 2. (a-d) Comparison of projection images (X-ray [detail of fig. 1 (c)], DEI [detail of fig. 1 (f)]) and tomographies
(Conventional CT [130kV, 60mA, window 1500, level 400], MRI [T1 SPIR TFE TE 22, TR 95, Flip 50 (d)] from an arthritic
lesion of the femoral head shown in fig. 1. Yellow doubleheaded arrows indicate the identical height (real height of cartilage).
Despite (b) is a projection image structural damage of cartilage is displayed that is invisible in CT, MRI. Conventional X-ray
shows only deep zone of cartilage but although structural irregularities like DEI. (e-h) Comparison of projection images and
tomographies of the artefact made by a knife. Specification like (a-d). (i-m) Color coded (minus 50% - red; plus 50% - green; top
– blue) refraction image (j, l) and histological correlation (i [Masson-Goldner 1.25x], l, m [HE]). Color coded DEI unmask
internal structures in cartilage (red arrows). Note the green arrow showing a preparation artefact of histologic sectioning (cleft),
while the red arrows show real cartilage damage. Blue arrows detect a nascent osteophyte. Asterisks mark the artefact (made by
knife). In the projection image the defect is obscured because of overlapping.
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